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Add Fun, not Work
A successful social media campaign starts with a good event. If your goal is to reach new people, the event must
first take into consideration the needs of non-church folks. We developed this event with the needs of the
community in mind. This started with the time and date. We decided to host the hunt at 10am on the Saturday
before Easter instead of Easter morning. Even those who do not attend church often have family commitments on
Easter Sunday. This also gave us the time we needed to add additional features to our hunt without interfering
with Sunday morning worship.

An Easter egg hunt is a pretty well known event even

All of these features were provided by contracting

among non-church folks. This also means that it

with outside vendors (petting zoo & bounce house) or

doesn't illicit the same form of curiosity a more

through partnerships with other groups. Our Girl

unique event might. To add to the excitement we

Scout troop provided free face painting. A family

added features: a bounce house, petting zoo, face
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painting, and free coffee from a local shop.

shop provided coffee. The goal was to add things that
added value to the event but not a great deal more
work for church volunteers and staff.
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Clarifying
Your Goals
Our goal was simple: We wanted to meet new families in
our community and collect their contact information so we
could follow up with them later.
REGISTRATION TABLE
We divided the egg hunt into three time slots to limit the
number of children hunting at any one time. Each hunt
had its own color. Parents were given a form in the color
of their assigned hunt on a first come, first serve basis. The
form asked for parents' names, childrens' names, cell
phone, and email address. People are generally willing to
provide these and less willing to give their address.
AFTER THE HUNT
During the hunt, children collected empty eggs. The eggs
they collected and the completed form were then traded
for a bag of candy that gave all the kids an equal amount
no matter how many (or few) eggs they collected. We also
provided alternatives for various common alergies.
FOLLOW-UP
A volunteer entered the contact information into a
spreadsheet that was loaded into our mass email system
(mailchimp). We later sent emails advertising our VBS
program and outdoor worship services. We do not send
them all of our church announcements; just
communication tailored to them.
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Facebook
Event
Our Facebook Event was our primary tool for reaching
people with the event. When asked at registration, 90%
responded they learned about the event on Facebook
despite also placing it in traditional sources like the local
newspaper.
GIVE THEM TIME
Our Facebook event was created three months before the
event.
AVOID CHURCH SPEAK
Though the event was clearly hosted at a church, the
advertising focused on the fun aspects of the event. We
emphasized the amenities being offered and how the
event would be fun for kids. Since this was our first event,
we used free stock images for promotion. In future years
we can use pictures taken at the event. With the
proliferation of stock photos online and in print, people
are generally getting better at spotting them and tuning
them out. Real, candid pictures are typically preferable.
KEEP IT SIMPLE
The time, location, and expectation are all clearly stated.
The details are concise and inviting. There is also a clear
call to action as people are specifically invited to join in.
There is no ambiguity if this event is for them.
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Pay to Play
It is perfectly acceptable to engage in paid advertising. For
years, churches have paid to have listings in phone
books and newspapers. Today those dollars are wasted,
especially if you want to reach people under 50. Even a
modest paid Facebook ad can provide far more value for the
money spent.
BOOST IT
The simplest way to get started with Facebook Ads is to
boost a post. Whenever you create an event or other post
on your Facebook page, you will be given the opportunity
to do a paid boost. Typically, you will find it on the right
hand side of the screen of your event page. It is critical
that you start with a well crafted post that sparks the
curiosity of your target audience. No amount of money can
make a boring looking event seem appealing.
CHOOSE YOUR AUDIENCE
Facebook gives you a lot of control over who will see your
ad. For our post we used the following parameters:
People who live within 15 miles of our location
People ages 13 and up
Parents of children 0-8 years old (Note this is three
different categories on Facebook)
Grandparents
Christian
Facebook will show ads to individuals who match at least
one of these categories (not all of them). So the more
categories you add the more the pool of possible people
who can see your ad expands.
SPEND WISELY
We spent $100 total over a little more than three months.
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The results are in
In total, we welcomed 350 children from 100+ different families. A large majority of
those who came were families previously unknown to our church. Everyone who
participated was willing to share their contact information with us and we had
multiple compliments on the event. It was a success by every measure. We even got a
nice, unsolicited, write-up on Nextdoor.com. For the amount of time and money
invested it was well worth it.
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BECOME
A
FOUNDERY
MEMBER
For a small annual fee you get unlimited access to

resources, seminar recordings, and helpful how-to's that
are added to regularly. Also, request a topic you'd like to
see covered. Join today at foundery.dev
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